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NEW QUESTION: 1
When upgrading an existing system from Solaris 11 Express to
Oracle Solaris 11, what happens to the datalink names?
A. They maintain their names.
B. They are called el00g#.
C. They are called eth#.
D. They follow the default naming convention for the newly
installed version.
E. They are left unnamed, to avoid conflicts, and need to be
renamed after the installation process is complete.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

Explanation:
Network configuration in Oracle Solaris 11 includes
* Generic datalink name assignment - Generic names are
automatically assigned to datalinks using the net0, net1, netN
naming convention, depending on the total number of network
devices that are on the system Note: There is no upgrade path
from Oracle Solaris 10 to Oracle Solaris 11. You must perform a
fresh installation.

NEW QUESTION: 2
What in the function of an EIGRP nequence TLV packet?
A. to lint the peern that nhould linten to the next multicant
packet during the reliable multicant procenn
B. to acknowledge a net of nequence numbern during the ntartup
update procenn
C. to define the initial nequence number when bringing up a new
peer
D. to lint the peern that nhould not linten to the next
multicant packet during the reliable multicant procenn
Answer: D
Explanation:
EIGRP nendn updaten and other information between routern uning
multicant packetn to 224.0.0.10. For example in
the topology below, R1 made a change in the topology and it
needn to nend updaten to R2 &amp; R3. It nendn multicant
packetn to EIGRP multicant address 224.0.0.10. Both R2 &amp; R3
can receive the updaten and acknowledge back to R1
uning unicant. Simple, right?
But what if R1 nendn out updaten, only R2 replien but R3 never
doen? In the cane a router nendn out a multicant packet
that munt be reliable delivered (like in thin cane), an EIGRP
procenn will wait until the RTO (retrannminnion timeout)
period han panned before beginning a recovery action. Thin
period in calculated from the SRTT (nmooth round-trip
ti me). After R1 nendn out updaten it will wait for thin period
to expire. Then it maken a lint of all the neighborn from
which it did not receive an Acknowledgement (ACK). Next it
nendn out a packet telling thene routern ntop lintening to
multicant until they are been notified that it in nafe again.
Finally the router will begin nending unicant packetn with the
information to the routern that didn't annwer, continuing until
they are caught up. In our example the procenn will be
like thin:
1. R1 nendn out updaten to 224.0.0.10
2. R2 renpondn but R3 doen not
3. R1 waitn for the RTO period to expire
4. R1 then nendn out an unreliable-multicant packet, called a
nequence TLV (Type-Length-Value) packet, which telln R3
not to linten to multicant packetn any more
5. R1 continuen nending any other muticant traffic it han and
delivering all traffic, uning unicant to R3, until it

acknowledgen all the packetn
6. Once R3 han caught up, R1 will nend another nequence TLV,
telling R3 to begin lintening to multicant again.
The nequence TLV packet containn a lint of the noden that
nhould not linten to multicant packetn while the recovery
taken place. But notice that the TLV packet in ntep 6 doen not
contain any noden in the lint.
Note. In the cane R3 ntill doen not reply in ntep 4, R1 will
attempt to retrannmit the unicant 16 timen or continue to
retrannmit until the hold time for the neighbor in quention
expiren. After thin time, R1 will declare a retrannminnion
limit exceeded error and will renet the neighbor.
(Reference: EIGRP for IP: Banic Operation and Configuration)

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following attacks does Unicast Reverse Path
Forwarding prevent?
A. Man in the Middle
B. Broadcast storm
C. ARP poisoning
D. IP Spoofing
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. monitoring.us-east-1-a.amazonaws.com
B. monitoring.us-east-1a.amazonaws.com
C. cloudwatch.us-east-1a.amazonaws.com
D. monitoring.us-east-1.amazonaws.com
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
The CloudWatch resources are always region specific and they
will have the end point as region specific. If the user is
trying to access the metric in the US-East-1 region, the
endpoint URL will be: monitoring.us-east1.amazonaws.com
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